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AAstrophysical (biased)     strophysical (biased)     
              VViews of theiews of the
                                    UUniverseniverse



                    Copernicus Copernicus (1473-1543)(1473-1543)

  

dealing with cosmological questionsdealing with cosmological questions  



  
GGiordano Bruno                      iordano Bruno                      

  movement is relative                              movement is relative                              
    

                                  
                            Stars = ~ Sun              Stars = ~ Sun              

The world is inf ini te The world is inf ini te 



                        Galilée Galilée (1564-1642)(1564-1642)

  

Science really starts then...Science really starts then...



 

TThe he GGreat reat DDebate ebate 
(nature of Nebulae)(nature of Nebulae)

Edwin Hubble (1925)Edwin Hubble (1925)



 
  

GGeneraleneral
RRelativityelativity
  

First application = First application = 
the cosmological problemthe cosmological problem

lead to the introduction of  lead to the introduction of  ΛΛ  



  

Expanding Universe  Expanding Universe  

Lemaître (1927)Lemaître (1927)Friedmann (1922-25)Friedmann (1922-25)

Connection to galaxies :Connection to galaxies :
V = HDV = HD



 

  Hubble diagram:Hubble diagram:
(1929)(1929)

The Universe is expanding The Universe is expanding 



  

Dark matter in clusters of galaxiesDark matter in clusters of galaxies

≈≈   1/3ρ1/3ρ
cc

Coma Coma 



  

...from X-ray....from X-ray.

Dark matter in clusters of galaxiesDark matter in clusters of galaxies



 

Dark matter in clusters of galaxiesDark matter in clusters of galaxies

...from lensing....from lensing.



 



Discovery of the Discovery of the 
cosmological backgroundcosmological background  

((Penzias & Wilson1964Penzias & Wilson1964))

Then physical cosmology actually starts... Then physical cosmology actually starts... 



  
Cosmological background:Cosmological background:
predicted then observedpredicted then observed  

(Gamov (Gamov 19481948))



 

  
Cosmological BackgroundCosmological Background

SpectrumSpectrum
 COBE COBE



 

Nucleosynthesis  of light elementsNucleosynthesis  of light elements

ΩΩb b ≃≃ 0.05 0.05

Most of the matter is Most of the matter is 
non-baryonicnon-baryonic



 

        
    
  

DDetermination of etermination of 
CCosmological parametersosmological parameters

                                        

2010: percent precision area!2010: percent precision area!
Planck TargetPlanck Target



Distant Supernovae Distant Supernovae 
Revealed the (unbelievable) acceleration!Revealed the (unbelievable) acceleration!

N. Regnault's talk



Origin of acceleration ?Origin of acceleration ?

Friedmann-Lemaître equations reads:Friedmann-Lemaître equations reads:

acceleration needs negative pressure:acceleration needs negative pressure:

P = w P = w ρρ
with w < 1/3with w < 1/3



Vacuum can do it! Vacuum can do it! 

Energy conservation :Energy conservation :

dE = d(dE = d(ρρVcVc22) = -PdV ) = -PdV ⇒⇒    P = -P = -ρρcc22

or Lorentz invarianceor Lorentz invariance



 

CMBCMB

AnisotropiesAnisotropies



COBE (1992)



First claim for evidence for flatness from CMB

Lineweaver, Barbosa, Blanchard & Bartlett 1997 Lineweaver & Barbosa 1998  



 

CMBCMB

Enligths the need for new Enligths the need for new 
physics physics →→ Inflation. Inflation.

Horizon at that time 
(370 000 yrs)



 

CMB CCMB Cll

E. Komatsu et al. (2010)

M. Luecker et al. (2010)



 

CMBCMB

Anisotropies in Anisotropies in 
CDM:CDM:

predicted (Peebles 1982) then predicted (Peebles 1982) then 
observed.observed.



 
    
    

LLargearge S Scalecale S Structure tructure 



 

Large Scale StructureLarge Scale Structure

     SDSS (2005)



  
Baryon Accoustic peak:Baryon Accoustic peak:
predicted then observedpredicted then observed  

Remarkable confirmation of Remarkable confirmation of 
ΛCDMΛCDM



  
Summary of constraintsSummary of constraints  

Very stable results over time since WMAP (2003)Very stable results over time since WMAP (2003)

B.A. Reid et al. (2009)



 

Cosmology solved :Cosmology solved :



 

Is dark matter cold ?Is dark matter cold ?  
      

NFW profileNFW profile



 

Alternative views ?Alternative views ?

- NL effects in GR, but - NL effects in GR, but h h ~ ~ 1010-5 -5 even today even today 
- Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi inhomogenous model- Lemaître-Tolman-Bondi inhomogenous model
(non-Copernician)(non-Copernician)
- (Strongly) modified  gravity (MOND, ...)- (Strongly) modified  gravity (MOND, ...)



 

LTBLTB  
      

Spherical inhomogeneous solutions can fit the SN Hubble diagram Spherical inhomogeneous solutions can fit the SN Hubble diagram 

J. Garcia-Bellido & T. Haugbøll (2008)



 

MondMond  
      

So MOND fits ALL rotation curves (N) with one parameter instead of N!So MOND fits ALL rotation curves (N) with one parameter instead of N!



 

Pioneer anomalyPioneer anomaly  
      

A. Levy et al. (2009)



  
Summary of constraintsSummary of constraints  

Do we have measured cosmological parameters with this Do we have measured cosmological parameters with this 
accuracy?accuracy?

B.A. Reid et al. (2009)



  

It's the systematics, stupid,
it's the systematics...



  

No!No!  

Estimation of cosmological Estimation of cosmological 
parameters within :parameters within :

GR + GR + ΛCDM ΛCDM  ⊃ ⊃ P(k) kP(k) knn



 

Counter example:Counter example:

added features in the P(k)added features in the P(k)



  
Measuring Cosmological Measuring Cosmological 

ParametersParameters

- local measurements (- local measurements (ρρ, H, H
00
))

- distance measurements: d- distance measurements: d
AA

- distant measurements H(z)- distant measurements H(z)
- growth rate of fluctuations- growth rate of fluctuations



  Menu:Menu:  

Check the Friedmann-Lemaître equations! Check the Friedmann-Lemaître equations!   
(on large scale: (on large scale: ΩΩmm++ΩΩΛΛ++ΩΩcc = 1) = 1)

Pin down the properties of dark matter (both in Pin down the properties of dark matter (both in 
lab & in the sky)lab & in the sky)

Investigate more the nature of VacuumInvestigate more the nature of Vacuum

Look for departures of LI/GR on all scalesLook for departures of LI/GR on all scales
Final comment for tomorrow...Final comment for tomorrow...



  

Bon appétit!Bon appétit!  


